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Abstract

A new data driven approach for phonetic broad class genera-
tion is proposed. The phonetic broad classes are used by tree
based clustering procedure for node questions during the con-
text dependent acoustic models generation for speech recogni-
tion. The data driven approach is based on phoneme confusion
matrix, which is produced with the phoneme recogniser. Such
approach enables the data driven method independency from
particular language or phoneme set found in a database. Data
driven broad classes generated with this method were compared
to expert defined and randomly generated broad classes. The
experiment was carried out with the Slovenian SpeechDat(II)
database. Six different test configurations were included in the
evaluation. Analysis of speech recognition results for different
acoustic models showed that the proposed data driven method
gives comparable or better results than standard method.

1. Introduction

In the last two decades, the speech recognition systems are
spreading into different new languages. The demand for wider
language coverage is generated with the increase in countries’
development and growing number of international contacts.

When a speech recognition system for a new language is
generated, different language resources must be prepared. In the
procedure of acoustic models generation, very often, the pho-
netic tree based clustering approach is used to assure that all
acoustic model parameters have enough training material and
that context dependent acoustic models are as compact as pos-
sible [1]. The tree based clustering procedure is also employed
in the case of unseen context dependent acoustic models, which
are clustered to existing acoustic models. In the step of phonetic
tree generation, the broad phonetic classes are used for decision
tree questions generation [1].

These broad classes are usually generated by an expert.
Such approach can include the subjective influence of the ex-
pert on kind and number of classes. It is also difficult to generate
broad classes for new language or for the database with differ-
ent phoneme set. The problem of non-existing broad classes is
very restrictive in the case of multilingual acoustic models gen-
eration with common broad phonetic classes [2, 3, 4]. In this
approach common broad classes are used for all languages in-
cluded into multilingual acoustic models, so the expert should
be familiar with all these languages. The last example was also
the case, where we are confronted with this problem. To solve
the problem the new data driven method for broad phonetic
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s generation is proposed1. According to our knowledge,
ata driven generation of broad classes was researched by

7]. The bottom-up clustering approach [5] and hybrid
ring approach [6] with log-likelihood distance measure
used in this papers. In [7] the mutual information based on
me bigrams is calculated. Due to good experiences with
onetic confusion matrix, which is widely used in multilin-
peech recognition [8, 9, 4], we used it also for the distance

ure in case of classes generation, because all data needed
h multilingual experiment already exist. Its advantages

mplicity and suitability for multilingual experiments.
he paper is organized as follows. The design of speech
nition system used in the experiment is presented in Sec-
. Different broad classes and the new proposed method are
ibed in Section 3. The details on course of the experiment
troduced in Section 4, while the systems’ performance was
zed in Section 5. The conclusion is made in Section 6.

2. System design
Speech database

able to fully investigate and refine the new proposed
d, only one language was used in the experiments. In
ay the additional influence of multilinguality was tempo-
xcluded. But to be still capable to continue the research
multilingual environment in the later stage, the Slovenian
hDat(II) [10] database was used. The SpeechDat database

y [11, 12] is very convenient for such type of research, be-
all databases in different languages are built on the same

ards.
he Slovenian SpeechDat(II) database was recorded with
ed telephone and contains 1000 speakers. The training set

sts of 800 speakers and the test set of 200. The phoneme
s 39 different Slovenian phonemes, which are represented
he SAMPA symbols [13].

Training

e acoustic models generation, the COST 249 refrec0.96
[14] was used. This is a set of perl scripts, which are able

omatic train and test the HMM speech recognition system
the SpeechDat database. The results achieved in differ-
nguages can be compared. During the data preparation
, the utterances with truncated and unintelligible speech
excluded from the set. Approximately 29000 utterances in

his work was supported by the Slovenian Ministry of Education,
e and Sport under contract number PP-0796/99.



training set are the result of such approach. From audio signal,
features are generated with the mel cepstral coefficients and the
first and second order deltas.

In the first training step, right after the data preparation, the
3-state, left-right monophone acoustic models are build. The
final monophone acoustic models have 32 Gaussian probabil-
ity density functions (GPDF) mixture per state. In the second
training step, the context dependent - triphone - acoustic mod-
els are constructed. To be able to produce reliable estimation
of triphone acoustic models’ parameters, the phonetic decision
tree-based clustering is used. After the refinement of triphone
acoustic models, the number of GPDF per state is incrementally
augmented to 32. These final triphone acoustic models are later
used for speech recognition.

2.3. Testing

In the refrec0.96 system [14] different test scenarios are opera-
tive and the following one were included in our evaluation:

� Application words (A1-A6 subset [12]), 31 words in vo-
cabulary,

� Yes/no answers (Q1-Q2 subset), 2 words in vocabulary,

� Isolated digits (I1 subset), 10 words in vocabulary,

� Connected digits (B1, C1 subset), 10 words in vocabu-
lary,

� City names (O2 subset), 597 words in vocabulary,

� Phonetically balanced words (W1-W4 subset), 1491
words in vocabulary.

The simplest configuration is the one with yes/no answers.
The hardest test system is the one with the phonetically bal-
anced words, where the recognition vocabulary has middle size
(approximately 1500 different words). Our experiments are lim-
ited on test configurations where no statistical language model
is used, because the goal is to fully evaluate the new acoustic
modeling approach. This limitation is considered only for test-
ing purposes and the generated acoustic models can be also used
with the continuous speech recognition without a problem.

3. Broad classes
During the evaluation of the new proposed method for auto-
matic generation of broad classes, several different classes were
incorporated in the experiment.

3.1. Expert generated

The first broad class used for comparison purposes was the one
generated by an expert. The expert’s broad class is based on
SAMPA representation of Slovenian phonemes. It has 45 dif-
ferent categories, with 7.2 elements per category in average.
Such phonetic broad class is typically used in Slovenian speech
recognition experiments. Some samples from expert generated
broad classes are presented in Table 1.

3.2. Random

To show, that phonetic broad classes have influence on speech
recognition performance, the second type of classes included
in the experiment, was generated randomly. The structure of
randomly generated broad class was the same as in the expert
generated case (number of classes and number of phonemes in
a single class). The representation of different phonemes in one
broad class was selected randomly with the computer in such a
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1: Samples from expert generated Slovenian phonetic
class.

SL-Stop p b t d k g
SL-Nasal m n
SL-iVowel i i:
SL-eVowel e e:
SL-C-Front m f v w W b p
...

hat the number of phonemes to choose from was constant.
samples from randomly generated broad classes are pre-

d in Table 2.

2: Samples from randomly generated Slovenian phonetic
class.

Random01 r S e: o W v
Random02 v x d-n i a: W E z b O: m u: i:
Random03 a: tS k
Random04 a O: d n r b f x k ts
Random05 z i:
...

s can be seen in Table 2, the broad class generated in
m way is completely different from the expert generated.
phonemes that actually have some common features (e.g.
� � in class Random02) were grouped together, but there

lso other phonemes in the same class, which are totally
geneous (e.g. �, �, � ,... in class Random03).

Data driven

roposed method for data driven generation of broad pho-
classes is based on phoneme confusion matrix. The idea
t phonemes, which are frequently confused are similar in
tic sense and have similar influence on phoneme context.
regard to this idea it is reasonable to put them into same
class. The phoneme confusion matrix can be constructed

the usage of a phoneme recogniser. For phoneme speech
nition, subset of SpeechDat database was used, which
ins phonetically balanced isolated words (W1-W4) [12].
selection of subset assures the proper representation of all
mes in a language.
the phoneme confusion matrix, first the phoneme pair

the highest number of confusions is found. When well
d acoustic models are used, than this is the diagonal el-
t of the confusion matrix (primary phoneme). After that,
reshold ������	
������ is calculated. Phonemes with
r number of confusions than the calculated threshold are
in the broad class with the primary phoneme. The thresh-

r each class is defined as:

�����	
������ � �	����	��� ������� (1)

�	����	��� is the maximal number of confusions
gle class and ������ is the empirically chosen value
en 0 and 1. With the value of ������, the number of
mes in single class and the number of classes can be con-

d. Four different values of ������were chosen in this ex-
ent: 0.20, 0.15, 0.10, and 0.05. Some statistical data about
riven generated phonetic broad classes are presented in
3.



Table 3: Properties of phonetic broad classes.

������	
������ Num.class Avg.elem. Max.elem.

0.20 13 3.5 9
0.15 19 3.7 15
0.10 28 4.4 15
0.05 35 6.8 24
DDjoin 72 5.5 24
Expert 45 7.2 21
Random 45 7.2 21

At the lower threshold value, more phonetic broad classes
are generated. Also the average number of phonemes and the
maximal number of phonemes in a class is higher. The proper-
ties of data driven broad class with the threshold 0.05 are sim-
ilar to the expert generated broad class. The data driven class
DDjoin (row five in Table 3) includes all four data driven gen-
erated broad classes. If the same class was presented in two or
mode broad classes, it was included only once in the DDjoin.
Such cases occurred 23 times, especially in cases of classes
with only two phonemes. Some samples from data driven broad
classes are presented in Table 4. The ������	
������ value
for this case was 0.10.

Table 4: Samples from data driven generated Slovenian pho-
netic broad class, ������	
������=0.10.

Class-01 i i:
Class-02 m n v l b
Class-03 E i O u: E: e: ehr
Class-04 i: e:
Class-05 O u: o: W o w d-n ehr O:
...

As can be seen in Table 4, the data driven broad classes with
small number of included phonemes (e.g. Class-01, Class-04,
and Class-02) have phonemes which are similar in phonetic as-
pect and it is reasonable to join them. This type of data driven
generated broad class has very similar properties to some ex-
pert generated broad classes. The data driven broad classes with
higher number of phonemes are more varicoloured (e.g. Class-
05). The majority of phonemes seems to have some common
characteristics, although there are some (e.g. �� ) for which
the similarity is not obvious in the aspect of phonetic knowl-
edge.

4. Experiments
The proposed data driven method for generation of phonetic
broad classes will be evaluated indirectly, through the speech
recognition performance of generated acoustic models. In the
first step of evaluation, the context independent acoustic models
were constructed. This acoustic models were used as a common
setup for all other experiments. With this acoustic models, also
the phonetic confusion matrix was generated.

The reference context dependent acoustic models with the
expert generated phonetic broad class were first constructed.
After the acoustic models with the randomly generated broad
classes were built, all other data driven broad classes were pre-
pared and included in the experiment. During the generation of
new acoustic models with the tree based clustering procedure
the increase of log-likelihood was also observed. With this pa-
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5. Results
the reference acoustic models built with expert generated
tic broad classes and the acoustic models constructed with
mly generated broad classes were tested. The word error
(WER) achieved in both experiments for all described test
urations are presented in Table 5.

5: WER(%) for expert generated and randomly generated
tic broad classes.

Test set Expert Random

A 3.83 4.77
Q 1.73 1.73
I 5.70 7.25
BC 4.70 5.79
O 6.22 8.76
W 17.09 19.76

he WER achieved with the expert defined broad classes
range of systems with similar configuration [14]. On the
hand, the randomly generated phonetic broad classes lead
rease of WER in almost all test configurations. The only
tion is the Q test set with yes/no answers. The Slovenian
o words consist only from two phonemes (yes - da, no - ne)
o the influence of context dependent parameters clustering
eech recognition performance is obvious less noticeable.
the speech recognition results for random broad classes it

e concluded that the quality of broad classes have signifi-
nfluence on speech recognition performance.
fter these initial experiments, which were used to provide
th the reference speech recognition performance, the test
coustic models generated on the basis of data driven pho-

broad classes were performed. Once again all six different
ets were used with acoustic models. The word error rates
ved with data driven approach for all test configurations
esented in Table 6.
closer look on results presented in Table 6 is taken, it

e seen that the data driven broad class generation method
ves generally at least the same level of performance in
arison to expert defined classes. In some cases, the speech
nition performance with data driven broad classes is sig-
ntly better. When the threshold value was set to 0.20, the
for the I test set decreased for 18.2% relatively compared
ert broad classes. The decrease of WER can also be ob-

d for A (14.6% relatively) and W (5.3% relatively) test
hen the threshold is decreased, also the speech recogni-

erfromance slightly drops, although the achieved results
most cases still comparable to the expert defined case.

reatest decrease can be observed in case of O test set with
reshold 0.15. The O test set is generally the one with the
t results in comparison to reference - improvement was
chived in the case of threshold value 0.05. This effect can
bly be explaned by the fact that city names included in this
t have high number of unseen triphones. This effect must
ther analyzed in the future.
he DDjoin case has the most heterogeneous structure of
classes, which is very similar to the expert defined case in
of elements number in single classes. The speech recog-
performance attained is almost the same as in case of ex-



pert defined case. On the basis of observed speech recognition
results in Table 6 it can be concluded that increasing the num-
ber of broad classes and the number of phonemes in single class
doesn’t necessary improve the results as would be expected.

In the last step of evaluation, the average log-likelihood in-
crease per state on training set after tree based clustering proce-
dure with all phonetic broad classes was analyzed. The results
are presented in Table 7.

Table 7: Average log-likelihood increase per state (ALLS) after
tree based clustering.

������	
������ ALLS

0.20 1.558
0.15 1.562
0.10 1.565
0.05 1.577
DDjoin 1.578
Expert 1.580
Random 1.537

The log-likelihood increase is the highest for the expert
generated broad classes, followed by the data driven broad
classes with threshold 0.05 and DDjoin. The ALLS calculated
on training set for other data driven broad classes was smaller
– between 1.565 and 1.558. The ALLS for randomly gener-
ated broad class was 1.537. If we compare this analysis with
the speech recognition performance, we can see that the ALLS
increase is capable of providing us with some tendency about
system’s performance. On the other hand it is not possible to
determine the best system only on ALLS increase. This de-
viation between the WER and ALLS relationship is probably
caused by the difference in training and test set.

6. Conclusion
New data driven approach for phonetic broad class generation
was proposed and evaluated in this paper. The data driven ap-
proach gives comparable and partly significantly better results
than approach with expert defined broad classes. Its next main
advantage is that no expert phonetician knowledge is needed,
which makes it highly suitable for usage with different speech
databases and new or other languages. Its language indepen-
dency is very appropriate for multilingual speech recognition
environment, which will be tested in the future.
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Table 6: WER(%) for data driven phonetic broad classes.

Test set Expert �� � ���� �� � ���� �� � ���� �� � ���� DDjoin

A 3.83 3.27 3.36 3.55 3.46 3.46
Q 1.73 1.73 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87
I 5.70 4.66 6.74 5.18 5.70 5.18
BC 4.70 4.70 4.88 4.77 4.91 4.88
O 6.22 6.74 8.25 6.74 5.70 7.22
W 17.09 16.18 16.82 16.42 17.11 16.98
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